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Palindromic factors of billiard words
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Abstract

We study palindromic factors of billiard words, in any dimension. There are differences between
the two-dimensional case, and higher dimension. Arbitrary long palindrome factors exist in any
dimension, but arbitrary long palindromic prefixes exist in general only in dimension 2.
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1. Introduction and notations

1.1. Billiard and Christoffel words in dimension 2

Let � be a positive irrational number. In several ways one may associate to it a Sturmian
word on the alphabetA := {a, b}.We use here a geometrical approach. Consider the gridG
on the first quadrant of the plane: it is the set of vertical half-lines with integerx-coordinate
and of horizontal half-lines with integery-coordinate. The lineD through the originO and
slope� dividesG into two parts.We construct the wordu� and the billiard wordc� (cutting
sequence) as follows:
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Fig. 1.

Denoting bya the horizontal segment and byb the vertical one,u� encodes the discrete
path immediately under the half-lineD; hence in the exampleu� = ababbababbabb . . .

(Fig. 1(1)). Looking at the squares crossed byD (grey in Fig. 1(2)) and their blackened
sides, the billiard wordc� encodes the sequence of sides crossed byD (a for a vertical
side,b for an horizontal one). Herec� = babbababbabb . . . . Equivalently,c� encodes the
discrete path joining the center of the crossed squares (see Fig. 1(3)). It is easily seen that
u� = ac�.
The wordsu� are calledChristoffel words[7] and are particular Sturmian words. Regard-

ing factors, this does not restrict generality. See [1,5,15] for the theory of Sturmian words.
Christoffel words are known since Bernoulli and have many applications in mathematics
and physics; they are related to continued fractions, Farey sequences, and the Stern–Brocot
tree (see e.g. [12] for the latter).

1.2. Billiard words in dimension�3

Let D be the half-line of originO, in k-dimensional space, and parallel to vector
(�1, �2, . . . , �k), with �i positive. We consider the sequence ofk-cubes crossed byD,
andfacetsjoining each cube to the next: a facet is a subset of the cube formed by all points
having a fixed integerith coordinate.
This ith coordinate will be encoded byai , and thus we obtain a sequence on the alphabet

A = {a1, a2, . . . , ak}, encoding the facets crossed by the half-lineD.
This works soon as one has

�i
�j

/∈ Q (1)
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for any i �= j : indeed in this case, each facet is crossed in its interior, so that the corre-
sponding intersection point has a unique integer coordinate, itsith coordinate.2

In thiswayweobtain thebilliard word c�1,�2,...,�k , orc�, if wedenote�:=(�1, �2, . . . , �k).
Note that, as in Fig. 1(3),c� encodes also the discrete path joining the centers of thek-cubes
crossed byD. We use this interpretation in the sequel.
It is known that the number of finite factors of lengthn of c�, in dimension 2, is equal

to n + 1. This well-known property characterises the Sturmian words in dimension 2; in
dimension 3, the number of finite factors of lengthn is equal ton2 + n + 1, see [2]; in
dimensionk, it is

min(k−1,n)∑
i=0

(
k − 1
i

)(
n

i

)
i!,

see[3].

1.3. Finite billiard words

Let M := (m1,m2, . . . , mk) ∈ Nk, where themi are pairwise relatively prime. The
segmentOM crosses severalk-cubes and one defines, as before, a finite wordcM on the
same alphabet, called the (finite) billiard word associated toM. One has

|cM |ai = mi − 1, 1� i�k,

|cM | =
k∑
i=1

mi − k.

Note that, as usual,|v| is the length of wordv, and|v|a its a-degree. Observe thatcM is
a palindrome, that is, equal to its reversal. We denote byṽ the reversal of wordv. For a
palindrome, one hasv = ṽ by definition.

2. Main results

2.1. Dimension 2

Everything is known in this case, and palindromic factors and prefixes of Sturmian words
have been intensively studied; even, they characterize Sturmian words, see[10,11,14].

2.1.1. Palindromic prefixes
Theorem 2.1. The palindromic prefixes of the infinite billiard wordc� are finite billiard
words; for all n > 0 they are the prefixes of lengthpn + qn − 2, for all the main and
intermediate convergentspn/qn of the continued fraction expansion of the real number�.

This result is stated in[4,8,9], in a slightly different formulation.

2 Note that the previous condition holds if the coordinates�i areQ-linearly independents, which is necessary
for some results.
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Consider an example. Let

u� = ac� = aaabaabaabaaabaabaabaaabaabaabaab . . .

obtained by taking� in the interval 716 < � < 10
23. These two numbers have the continued

fraction expansion:

7

16
= 1

2+ 1
3+ 1

2

and
10

23
= 1

2+ 1
3+ 1

3

denoted by[0;2,3,2] and[0;2,3,3] = [0;2,3,2,1]. In other words,� = [0;2,3,3, . . .].
The sequence of intermediate and main convergents is

0
1,

1
1,

1
2,

1
3,

2
5,

3
7,

4
9,

7
16,

10
23, . . .

which may be read on the Stern–Brocot tree of10
23, see Fig. 2

In Fig. 2, we have indicated the factorization of each Christoffel word, coming from the
words above. To each such Christoffel word, which will be of the formaub, associate its
factoru. These wordsu are exactly the palindromic prefixes ofc� (here, those of length
�33):

c� = aabaabaabaaabaabaabaaabaabaabaab . . .

a aa aaa aaabaab aaabaabaab aaabaabaabaaabaabaabaaa aaabaabaabaaabaabaabaaabaabaabaab

ε a aabaa aabaabaa aabaabaabaaabaabaabaa aaababaabaaabaabaabaaabaabaabaa

We have listed the Christoffel words on the first line, and the associated billiard words
on the second. Note that there exists palindromic factors which are not prefixes, asb, aba,
aaa or baab. But they are central factors of the previous palindromes.
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D

Fig. 3.

2.1.2. Palindromic factors
It is well-known that the languageL of factors ofc� is stable under reversal:v ∈ L ⇒

ṽ ∈ L. Let v be any palindromic factor ofc�. It is sometimes possible to extendv into
another factorava or bvb, and to iterate. In the following, we callcentral factorof a finite
wordu any factorv such thatu = v1vv2, with v1 andv2 of the same length.

Theorem 2.2. Each palindromic factor of a billiard wordc� is a central factor of some
palindromic prefix ofc�.

This result is obtained in[8]. Note that palindromic factors characterize Sturmian words,
see [11].

Proof. Letv be amaximal palindromic factor ofc� in a nonprefix position; maximal means
that norava, nor bvb is a factor ofc�. Consider the figure representing the sequence of
squares encoded byv.
Sincev is a factor ofc�, eitheravb or bva is a factor ofc�. We consider the first case, as

in Fig. 3, corresponding tov = aba. Then lineD enters the figure through a vertical line,
stays inside it, and leaves the figure through an horizontal line.
By symmetry under the center of the figure (sincev is a palindrome), there exist a

parallel line entering by an horizontal and leaving by a vertical segment (in the figure, the
dotted line with long segments). Hence the parallel line beginning at the lower left point
of the figure stays in the figure (in the figure, the dotted line). This means thatv is a prefix
of c�. �

2.2.

Thus there are infinitely many palindromic prefixes in an infinite billiard word, and
palindromic factors are factors of the palindromic prefixes. They appear infinitely often,
since billiard words are recurrent (even uniformly recurrent). The work of Laurent Vuillon
[17] gives even precise information on their appearance, through the notion offirst return
of a factor.
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2.3. Dimension�3

2.3.1. Prefix integer point
LetM := (m1,m2, . . . , mk) ∈ Nk andH the orthogonal projection ofM on the line

throughO parallel to(�1, �2, . . . , �k).

Definition 2.1. A point in Rk is a 2-integer point if at least two of its coordinates are
integers.

Definition 2.2. M = (m1,m2, . . . , mk) is called an integer prefix of(�1, �2, . . . , �k) if
triangleOMH does not contain any 2-integer point, exceptO andM.

2.3.2. Palindromic prefixes
Denote by�ij the mapping that associates to a wordu on {a1, a2, . . . , ak} the word on

{ai, aj } obtained by erasing all other letters. Then�ij (c�1,�2,...,�k ) is the billiard wordc�i ,�j .

Theorem 2.3. A prefixv of c�1,�2,...,�k is palindromic if and only if each�ij (v) is a palin-
dromic prefix ofc�i ,�j .

Theorem 2.4. • For almost all(�1, �2, . . . , �k) ∈ Rk+, in the sense of Lebesgue, the word
c�1,�2,...,�k has only finitely many palindromic prefixes.

• There exist(�1, �2, . . . , �k) such thatc�1,�2,...,�k has infinitely many palindromic pre-
fixes.

We shall prove these results in the sequel. We give, for the last property, a proof that will
imply that the corresponding lines are dense. In the first case, the number of palindromic
factors may be very small: we give an example in dimension 3 where the only nonempty
palindromic prefix is the first letter.
According toTheorem2.3, in order to have palindromic prefixes, theremust be some syn-

chronization between the palindromic prefixes of the words�ij (c�1,�2,...,�k ), hence between
the corresponding convergents.

2.3.3. Palindromic factors
As said in the abstract, the situation is the same in any dimension.

Theorem 2.5. Each factor ofc�1,�2,...,�k is a factor of some palindromic factor ofc�1,�2,...,�k .
In particular, arbitrary long palindromic factors exist.

3. Integer prefix point, up-down method and synchronization

3.1. Integer prefix point

We considerD as before: it is the half-line of originO and parallel to vector� :=
(�1, �2, . . . , �k), with the condition(�i/�j ) /∈ Q for anyi �= j .
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Proposition 3.1. LetM = (m1,m2, . . . , mk) ∈ Nk. LetH be the orthogonal projection of
M ontoD, andT the intersection ofD and the facets of thek-dimensional parallelepiped
P of long diagonal OM. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) M is an integer prefix point of(�1, �2, . . . , �k).
(i′) There is no2-integer point in the triangle OMT, exceptO andM.
(ii) Triangle OMH intersects the integerk-cubes in their facets, except for the pointsO

andM.
(iii) The finite billiard wordcM is a prefix of the infinite billiard wordc�.

Proof. LetM ′ be any point onHM and consider the finite wordv′ encoding the intersection
of the segmentOM′ with the facets of thek-dimensional grid inRk. WhenM = H , v′ = v

is a prefix ofc�. WhenM ′ = M, v′ = cM .
Property (iii) means thatv′ is constant whenM ′ varies on segmentMH: each segment

OM′ meets thek-cubes by the same facets. Hence, that segment never contains a 2-integer
point. Hence (ii) is true, and (i) is equivalent to (ii).
Now, triangleOMT is contained inOMH, thus (i) implies (i′). Conversely, if (i′) is true,

whenD leavesP it enters somek-cube of whichM is a vertex. Thismeans thatH is interior
to thisk-cube, and each point of triangleMTH, not onMT, is in the interior of thisk-cube,
hence has no integer coordinate, and this proves (i).�

Indimension2, these integerprefixpointsarewell-known,and2-integerpointsareexactly
integer points. Consider the billiard wordc�, with � = (�1, �2) and�1/�2 irrational. LetD
be the half-line of originO and slope�2/�1.

Proposition 3.2. Let v be a prefix ofc� andM the point(m1,m2), with mi := |v|i + 1.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) v is a palindrome.
(1′) v = cM .
(2) TriangleOMH contains no integer point exceptO andM.
(3) DistanceMH is minimal among all distancesM ′H ′,whereM ′ is an integer point, on

the same side ofD asM, and such that its orthogonal projectionH ′ ontoD is between
O andH .

(4) m2/m1 is an intermediate or main convergent of�2/�1.

Equivalence of (2)–(4) is in[6], and the equivalence between (1) and (4), i.e. Theorem
2.1, is in [8].

3.2. Up and down

3.2.1. On prefix integer points
LetM = (m1,m2, . . . , mk) be a prefix integer point of� = (�1, �2, . . . , �k), andi �= j

in {1, . . . , k}. LetMij ∈ Z2 be the projection(mi,mj ), and�ij = (�i , �j ).

Proposition 3.3. M is a prefix integer point of� if and only if eachMij is a prefix integer
point of�ij .
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Proof. Denote also by�ij the projectionRk → R2 which sends� onto (�i , �j ). Then
�ij (D) is the half-lineDij , �ij (T ) = Tij , Tij is the point whereDij leaves the rectangle of
diagonalOMij . Hence:

OMij Tij = �ij (OMT).

If in triangle OMT there is no other point thanO andM, having at least two integer
coordinates, the same holds for all trianglesOMij Tij , and henceMij is a prefix integer
point of (�i , �j ).
If however there is some 2-integer point in triangleOMT, different fromO,M, let i, j

corresponding to its integer coordinates. Then, by projection, there is some integer point in
triangleOMij Tij , different fromO andMij . �

3.2.2. On palindromes
Proposition 3.4. Letv be a finite word onA = {a1, a2, . . . , ak}.Thenv is a palindrome if
and only if all its projections�ij are palindromes.

Proof. This is clearly necessary. Suppose now thatv is not palindrome:v �= ṽ. Then
v = waiw

′, ṽ = wajw
′′, wherew is the longest common prefix ofv and̃v, and thusi �= j .

Then:

�ij (v) = �ij (w)ai�ij (w′) �= �ij (w)aj�ij (w′′) = �ij (̃v) = �̃ij (v)

which means that�ij (v) is not a palindrome. �

Theorem 2.3 is an immediate consequence, since forv prefix of c�1,�2,...,�k , �ij (v) is a
prefix of�ij (c�1,�2,...,�k ) = c�i�j .

4. Auxiliary results on continued fractions

4.1. A probabilistic result

Let q = qn the denominator of a main convergent of the real number� (see[13, Chapter
X] or [16] for general results on continued fractions). Then by [13, Theorem 171, p. 140]:∣∣∣∣� − pn

qn

∣∣∣∣ � 1

qnqn+1
.

Thus, sinceqn+1 = an+1qn + qn−1, where all these numbers are integers and positive, one
has

‖�qn‖� 1

qn+1
� 1

qn
.

We denote as usual by‖x‖ the distance ofx to the closest integer. Whenx varies between
0 and 1, the inequality‖qx‖�1/q is satisfied in a union ofq + 1 disjoint intervals, whose
sum of lengths is 2/q. Taking uniform probability, we deduce that the probability thatx
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in [0,1] hasq as denominator of some main convergent is bounded by 2/q. Note that this
probability exists since the set of all correspondingx is a finite union of intervals, except
rational numbers. Note also that this argument does not work for intermediate convergents,
since‖qx‖ may be bigger than 1/q.

Proposition 4.1. Letq be a positive integer�2, and0 < x < 1.Then the probabilityPq
thatq be a denominator of a main or intermediate convergent ofx satisfies:

Pq� 2√
q

+ 2√
q − 1

.

This result is certainly not optimal, but sufficient for our purposes. Note thatPq exists
for the same reason as above.

Proof. Let q be the denominator of some intermediate convergent of�. Then one has,
for denominatorsqn andqn+1 of two successive main convergents:qn�q < qn+1, q =
aqn + qn−1, 1�a�an − 1 where all these numbers are positive integers. Moreover, the
intermediate convergent is

p

q
= apn + pn−1

aqn + qn−1
.

We have two cases.
• If a >

√
q − 1, thenq = aqn + qn−1 > (

√
q − 1)qn andqn < q/(

√
q − 1). Moreover:

‖qn�‖ < 1

qn+1
� 1

q

and so� belongs to a set whose probability is 2/q. Sinceqn may take any integer value
between 1 andq/(

√
q − 1), the probability thatx hasq as denominator of main or

intermediate convergent witha >
√
q − 1 is bounded by

2

q

∑
1� i<

q√
q−1

1� 2√
q − 1

.

• If a�√
q − 1, then

q = aqn + qn−1 < (a + 1)qn�√
qqn

which impliesqn >
√
q, and

‖q�‖ < ‖qn−1�‖ < 1

qn
<

1√
q
.

Indeed, the first inequality is a consequence of the theory of continued fractions, since
the points(p, q) associated to main and intermediate convergents on the same side ofD
are closer and closer toD.
Probability thatx satisfies this inequality is bounded by 2/

√
q.

We conclude by summing the two bounds above.�
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4.2. Synchronization of convergents

Proposition 4.2. For almost all positive real number�, the set of positive real numbers�,
having an infinity of denominators of intermediate or main convergents in common with�,
has Lebesgue measure0.

Proof. Let f (n) be an increasing function, such that the series
∑∞

n=1 1/f (n) converges.
Then for almost all positive real numbers the sequence of partial quotientsan of � satisfies
an�f (n) for largen, see[16]. We only consider these numbers�, for f (n) := n2, hence
there exists a positive constantC� such thatan�C�n

2.
LetS := ∑

1/
√
q where the sum is over all intermediate or main convergents of�. Then

S�
∞∑
n=1

an√
qn

< 2C�
∞∑
n=1

n2(√
5+1
2

)n/2 < ∞,

where(qn) is the sequence of denominators of main convergents of�, and where inS we
have grouped thoseq with qn�q < qn+1, hence 1/

√
q�1/

√
qn; there arean suchq. The

last inequality follows from the fact that the denominators of main convergents are minimal
for the golden number� := [1;1,1, . . .], and then equal to the Fibonacci sequence:

Fn = 5+ √
5

10

(√
5+ 1

2

)n
+ 5− √

5

10

(
1− √

5

2

)n
>

1

2

(√
5+ 1

2

)n
.

Thanks to Proposition4.1, the series
∑

Pq converges. Then, the lemma of Borel–Cantelli
implies that the set of� ∈ [0,1] having an infinity of theseq as denominator of convergent
(main or intermediate) is of measure 0.
Since denominators of convergents depend only on the fractional part of�, so is the set

of positive real numbers�. �

5. Proof of main results

5.1. Existence of arbitrarily long palindromic factors

Proposition 5.1. Let the�j ’s beQ-linearly independents. The wordc�1,�2,...,�k contains
arbitrarily long palindromic factors. More precisely:
• it contains arbitrarily long palindromic factors of even length,
• it contains for anyi arbitrary long palindromic factors of odd length and central letter
ai .

In the proof below, we use two-sided infinite words, and billiard words. Their definition
is straightforward.

Proof. Let C := (12,
1
2, . . . ,

1
2). Consider the lineD′ passing throughC and parallel to

(�1, �2, . . . , �k). The associated billiard wordc is well-defined, since the quotients�i/�j
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are irrational fori �= j . Moreover, due to the linear independence overQ, c�1,�2,...,�k has
the same factors asc. Observe thatC is a center of symmetry for the integer lattice, and
for the above lineD′. Hence the right infinite word defined by the half-lineD′+ afterC is
the reversal of the left infinite word defined by the symmetric half-lineD′− beforeC. Thus
c = ṽv. Hence for each prefixw of v, w̃w is a palindrome of even length which is factor
of c, hence ofc�1,�2,...,�k . We conclude sincew is arbitrary long.
For the second assertion, we argue similarly, by replacingC by the point(12,

1
2, . . . ,

1
2,0,

1
2, . . . ,

1
2) with a 0 inith position. �

5.2. Palindromic prefixes: general case

Let k�3 andv a palindromic prefix ofc�1,�2,...,�k andM = (m1,m2, . . . , mk) its integer
prefix point corresponding tov. Then, byProposition3.3,(m2,m1) and(m3,m1) are integer
prefix points of(�3, �1) and(�3, �1). Hencem1 is a denominator of some intermediate or
main convergent of�2/�1 and�3/�1.
Hence for almost all(�2, �3), and a fortiori for almost all(�1, �2, . . . , �k),m1 is bounded.

This means that the number of occurrences of lettera1 in v is bounded, and thusv is of
bounded length, sincec�1,�2,...,�k has infinitely many occurrences of lettera1. Even, for
these(�1, �2, . . . , �k), there are only finitely many palindromic prefixes.
This proves the first part of Theorem 2.4.�

5.3. An example

Let

(�,�, �) =
(
1,

15+ √
5

10
,
1+ √

5

2

)
.

The expansion into continued fractions are

�
�

= 15+ √
5

10
= [1;1,2,1,1,1, . . .] and

�
�

= 1+ √
5

2
= [1;1,1,1,1,1, . . .].

The sequence of denominators of intermediate and main convergents are respectively

(1,1,2,3,4,7,11, . . .) and (1,2,3,5,8,13, . . .)

and all convergents are main convergents, except that corresponding to 2 in the left-hand
case. The remaining denominators satisfy the same recursionqn+2 = qn+1+ qn and hence
the values that appear cannot be equal: in the first case, denominators areqn = Fn−1−Fn−5
for n�6, andqn = Fn in the second one. Only(1,2,3) are common to both sequences:
indeedFn−1 = Fn − Fn−2 < Fn − Fn−4 < Fn for n�4.
The billiard wordc�,�,� is

c�,�,� = bcabcbcabcbacbcabcbcabcbacbcbacbacbcbacbbc . . .
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whose projections onto{a, b} and{a, c} are
c�,� = babbabbababbabbabbababbabb . . .

and

c�,� = caccacaccaccacaccacaccacc . . . .

The synchronization principle shows that palindromic prefixes ofc�,�,� corresponds to
palindromic prefixes ofc�,� and c�,� having the same occurrence of lettersa. Since in
dimension 2, palindromic prefixes correspond to denominators of convergents (main or
intermediate), withq = 1+ numbers ofa’s, only common values ofq are possible, and
hence the number ofa’s can be only 0, 1 or 2.
Hence, looking for these prefixes, we find forc�,� the wordsb, bab et babbab and for

c�,� the wordsc, cac et caccac. Moving up toc�,�,�, we find, according to the number of
a’s (which is 0, 1 or 2):
• for 0, b or bc,
• for 1, bcabc,
• for 2, bcabcbcabcb.
Hence, onlyb is a palindromic prefix ofc�,�,�.

5.4. Palindromic prefixes of arbitrarily long length

We need the following result on continued fractions due to Lagrange[13, Theorem 184,
p. 153].

Proposition 5.2. Letx be a real number andp/q a rational number such that∣∣∣∣x − p

q

∣∣∣∣ < 1

2q2
.

Thenp/q is a main convergent ofx.

Let n be any fixed integer. We consider any numbers�1, �2, . . . , �k whose continued
fractions expansion are given until the ordern.We deduce from it the existence of a positive
constantK bigger than any convergentsp/q of all these�i , and bigger than any ratios
p/q�i , wherep/q is a convergent of�i .
The corresponding denominators are denoted byq

(i)
j , 1� i�k and 0�j�n. The expan-

sion is extended two ranks more:
• n+ 1 : for anyi,

q
(i)
n+1 = a

(i)
n+1q

(i)
n + q

(i)
n−1,

wherea(i)n+1 is chosen in such a way thatq
(i)
n+1 =: �(i)n+1 are distinct prime numbers. This

is possible sinceq(i)n andq(i)n−1 are relatively prime, by using Dirichlet’s theorem. We
may even assume that

a
(i)
n+1 > A := 4K2.
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• n+2 : since the�(i)n+1 are distinct prime numbers, we may find by the Chinese remainder
theorem an arbitrary big integerQ such that:

Q ≡ q(i)n (mod �(i)n+1).

Thus we may finda(i)n+2 such that:

Q = q
(i)
n+2 = a

(i)
n+2q

(i)
n+1 + q(i)n .

This construction is iterated, and leads to numbers�1, �2, . . . , �k, such that from some rank,
they have the synchronization property for all steps of type “n+2’’ above. For such a rank,
the convergent of each�i can be written

p
(i)
n+2

q
(i)
n+2

= P (i)

Q

as the denominatorq(i)n+2 does not depend oni, and the indexn+2 is cancelled for simplicity
reason, for a givenn.

Lemma 1. P (i)/P (j) is a main convergent of�i�j
if i �= j .

Proof. Since the coefficientsa(i)n+3 are of type “n + 1’’ above, we have the corresponding
inequality:∣∣∣∣∣�i − P (i)

Q

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣�i − p

(i)
n+2

q
(i)
n+2

∣∣∣∣∣ < 1

q
(i)
n+3q

(i)
n+2

<
1

a
(i)
n+3q

(i)2
n+2

<
1

AQ2 .

Hence

�i
�j

− P (i)

P (j)
= (Q�i − P (i))P (j) − (Q�j − P (j))P (i)

Q�jP (j)∣∣∣∣∣ �i�j
− P (i)

P (j)

∣∣∣∣∣< P (j) + P (i)

AQ2�jP (j)
<

(
P (j)

Q
+ P (i)

Q

)
P (j)

Q�j

1

A

1

P (j)2

<
2K2

A

1

P (j)2
<

1

2P (j)2

which implies the lemma by Proposition 5.2.�

Hence(P (1), P (2), . . . , P (k)) is an integer prefix point of(�1, �2, . . . , �k), and the prefix
of length

∑
P (i) − k of c�1,�2,...,�k is a palindrome. These points are in infinite number,

since this happens forn+ 2, n+ 4, n+ 6 and so on.

5.4.1. An example
Let

� =
(√

5− 1

2
,

√
5+ 1

2
,

√
5+ 3

2
,

√
5+ 5

2
,1

)
∈ R5.
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The denominators of convergents of�i/�5 are the same, and correspond to the Fibonacci
sequence. The�i are not independent overQ, but �i/�j is irrational if i �= j . The word
w = c�1,�2,�3,�4,�5 is

w= dcdbcdedcbdcadbcdedcbdcdedcbadcdbcdedcbdcdab

cdedcdbcdedcbdacdbcdedcddcde . . . .

The number 2 in the Fibonacci sequence corresponds to the approximations(12,
3
2,

5
2,

7
2,

2
2),

hence to the prefix of length 13= 1+ 3+ 5+ 7+ 2− 5. This prefix isdcdbcdedcbdca,
which is not a palindrome (but almost: replace the last lettera by d, which is the following
letter inw).
Number8 in theFibonacci sequencecorresponds to theapproximations(58,

13
8 ,

21
8 ,

29
8 ,

8
8),

hence to the prefix of length 71= 5+ 13+ 21+ 29+ 8− 5. This prefix is

dcdbcdedcbdcadbcdedcbdcdedcbadcdbcdedcb

dcdabcdedcdbcdedcbdacdbcdedcbdcd.

It is a palindrome.
This occurs again with 34, which results in a palindromic prefix of length 317, and from

there, with periodicity 3 on the Fibonacci sequence. In this way are obtained all palindromic
prefixes ofw, which are curiously all of odd length, with central lettere, except for the two
first d anddcd.
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